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Duramax tuner suggestions Thread starter gn87turbo Start date Sep 6, Have on 09 LMM
Duramax. Would like a hand held or obd plug and play without the 1k plus for EFI live. What
budget tuner works best? Chuck Leeper Toxic old bastard Staff member. Bullydog still around?
XDP carries all the parts and accessories you need for the best diesel performance. T-type
Jones Active Member. They gotta stick you one way or another. There's lots of Tune devices out
there, read your Duramaxx forums to see what will work best for what YOU want to accomplish.
T-type Jones said:. Chuck Leeper said:. It's called developing the programming, and staying
away from big brother, while you are doing it Jerryl Tall Chinese Guy. The cheapest tune on a
budget is and always will be the stock tune. Jerryl said:. Thanks for the suggestions gonna do
some more research! I choose the smarty Jr. PPE has always had a good following for Duramax
handhelds. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads. Replies 14 Views Jan 28,
n4. It's going to be a bad day. Help me make it better. Replies 29 Views Tuesday at AM corsair
Here's a nice little "How do you do? Regulator23 Jan 25, Engine Tech. Replies 8 Views Tuesday
at AM Jerryl. MNcarbturbo Dec 7, Engine Tech 2. Replies 30 Views 3K. Dec 30, liquidh8. Replies
19 Views Feb 11, gsgns4me. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New
comments Search media. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log
in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in.
Install the app. Forums Miscellaneous Turbo Lounge. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Duramax Upgrades? I am thinking, again:tongue: , of doing a simple few
upgrades to my Duramax. It is an 05 HD. I would like as much power and fuel mileage as
possible while as stock as possible. Not really looking to upgrade exhaust etc Simple Hypertech
flash, Diablo, or something like an Edge Juice? I would like the option of turning it up on the fly
a little, but don't want to hurt the trans or motor. I do often pull my enclosed trailer with a buick
inside:biggrin: Really need to pick up mileage on the long trips but there again don't want the
headaches of egt guages etc Quiky One Active Member. It would be wise to do an exhaust. I had
the Summit complete exhaust on my old Duramax, and it sounded good, and is pretty cheap. As
far as tuners, I would recommend the Quadzilla. The Edge makes the most torque atleast for the
older LB7's , but is very expensive. If you don't want to upgrade the tranny, keep the power
upgrades around hp. You can get away with a hp tune if you just save it for worth while
victims:biggrin:. Go to kennedydiesel. I also had a hp Van Aaken module, and it was a very nice
box for the money. One more thing to consider. You will not be able to tow with these high hp
tunes. They are more for fun. You can tow with a 40hp to 65hp tune. If you have a programmer,
you are stuck with the tune you have in it unless you want to reprogram for different uses. With
a module, you can switch different levels on the fly. Most modules can't adjust for tire sizes or
remove the speed limiter, while a programmer can. You can run both stacked, and get the best
of both worlds. Stacked seems the way to go becuase I do have different size tires. Ran them for
25, miles. I hope I didn't hurt anything I really need the towing help though. Pulling the buick I
am only getting mpg Of course I run mph on I too so Turbo Indian worlds quickest 6cyl bird.
Shane sent you a pm. Shane, I would jack it up real high and drive a brand new Ford under it.
That would be the best possible thing you could do! EightSecV6 said:. Bully Dog! Come on
now! As many diesel's as a see at tracks somebody has got to have some input! What are you
guys doing with this new fuel they are selling? GregInAtl Active Member. SGRIM said:. Right
here recently my Duramax's, have a GMC wrecker too, have been pulling some broke down 6.
My friend has 5 of them and selling all the 6. Car Stuff TurboIndian said:. I personally am not
taking any chances, the tolerances are so tight in the pumps on todays trucks if they are not
lubricated properly they will fail prematurely. I practice this even in the big rig. Nojug Member.
Go with a Diablosport Predator set it on 65hp, correct your tire size and leave it alone, get
yourself a nice MBRP or Magnaflow exhaust and a EGT, with that you will average towing at If
you get a edge or VA or any other switch on the fly box it is tempting to turn it up and you will
hurt the trans. Put a Cummins in it Thatll give you all the power and fuel mileage you need. Not
to mention itll last 5x longer than the competetion. Shane, Running the Bullydog power
programmer. I use the Predator box on my LLY and have had good luck with it thus far I have to
tell ya that the 85hp setting will limp your tranny in 5th gear ricky tick quick! Keep the 85hp and
higher settings for gear pulls only. I'd also highly suggest a cat-less 4" DP and some kind of a

good intake kit or a free flowing filter to keep the EGT's in check. Until I sent my box back to
Diablo Sport for the revision they released last year, my EGT's were kinda high and it shifted
like crap in the 65hp setting. I'd also highly suggest you buy a box new and from an authorized
dealer for that brand. If your worried about exhaust sound, I'm here to tell ya that with a 4"
straight pipe turbo back exhaust, it's not that loud at all As far as MPG is concerned I tow a 25'
enclosed with a TR inside and have NO problems jerking it down whatever road is in front of
me. What are the different duramax engines codes and years and should any of them be
avoided? I'm jonesing bad for one after living with my 88 K work truck for 3 years now. As for
the over heating problems with the LLY motors I see it like this. If you go to Diesel Place Duramax Diesel Discussion Forums and really read the posts from the guys with OH problems
you'll notice that these are the trucks pulling 65, pounds up a 45degree grade in death valley
during summer. I've owned my LLY for 2 years now and have put 22k miles on it since new. I
pull a heavy steel framed 25' enclosed trailer giant wind brake front end I have never had 1 issue
with my truck running hot or anywhere even close to hot. Once up to running temp the gauge
barely moves north of its normal spot no matter what the ambient temps are. The only issues I
have with my truck is the fan running all of the time in the summer and that's only a small issue
I might try and address with electric fans. I know a lot of guys complain that their IAT's are real
hot no matter how fast they go I guess I'm the luck guy with a good one! I just checked this the
other day when the ambient was 21 degrees The LLY's also have a cat converter which,
depending on your dealer, might pose a problem if you remove it. I took mine off almost
immediately and have never looked back. The boost spool up is now fast and the EGT's are
much lower. The LB7 motors didn't have cats unless they were going to CA. The new motors
are so clogged up from cats and scrubbers it's a wonder how they make the power they do. If
your looking for a truck they you will not try and mod, then there is noting wrong with the new
LBZ. If your wanting to make all kinds of mods I'd suggest the LB7. As for the LLY, it's been out
long enough to have been figured out by now. I've never had to take my truck back to the dealer
for a motor issue I forgot to mention that the LBZ motors have a Allison 6 speed auto behind
them I don't have an opinion about that traany either good or bad Good luck! You must log in or
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